
friends BIRTH MOTHER part 1 (to 5:32)

WARM UP AND WRITE DOWN

4 kinds of high paying jobs

3 places to go on a date

2 kinds of magazines

read the dialogue. fill in the gaps with words from the box.

teased     throw     welcome     corner     fashion     trust     cool

RHYMES
Write one rhyme for each word. 

a)  dress b)  throw 

c)  tease d)  trust 

e)  great f )  nice
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ross: Hey you guys, i need some (1) ____________ advice.
rachel:  oh!
ross:  How does this look?
rachel:  Well, it’s a little low. pick up a little. a little bit more. a little bit more. there you go! now 

(2) ___________ it away!
ross:  C’mon! this looks good!
rachel:  ross, please, (3) ______________ me. i buy 30 fashion magazines a month. now, i don’t 

know who’s running for president or who that nato guy is, but i do know that you 
have to get as far away as you can from that hat.

ross:  damn it! i have this date tomorrow night and i have to look (4) ___________!
phoebe:  Well, you know, if you want fashion help, rachel and i are going shopping tomorrow. 

You’re more than (5) _______________ to come with us, right?
ross:  really? that would be great. i mean, i have to do something, she kind of (6) _________ 

me about how i dress.
Joey:  i can see why, nice shirt!
ross:  You’re wearing the same shirt.
Joey:  stupid Gap on every (7) _____________!
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04 THE gAPS (3:15 - 4:16)

a) Make yourself comfortable. 

b) i’ll let you get acquainted. 

c) it’s kind of intimidating.

03
Write a few words to show the meaning of 
each phrase. 

PHRASES
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FILL IN THE BLANKS (4:20- 5:32)

Man:  please, make yourself (1) __________________ and i will back in a moment with erica.

Monica:  ok, thank you. Uh, well this is it. are you oK?

Chandl:  Yeah. Just weird, you know. it’s like: “Hi, i’m Chandler. May i have the (2) ____________ 
growing inside you?”

Monica:  Uh, we’re going to be great.

Chandl:  You’re going to be great.

Monica:  Well, obviously!

Man:  Monica, Chandler. i’d like you (3) ______________ erica.

Monica:  Hi. it is so, so nice to meet you.

erica:  Hi.

Chandl:  thank you so much for agreeing to see us.

erica:  Hi.

Man:  i’ll let you get (4) _________________.

Chandl:  ok.

erica:  so, it’s Monica and Chandler. i only know you as file prW33815-d.

Chandl:  that’s what our (5) ________________ call us.

erica:  Gosh, you know, you’re just such an amazing couple. it’s kind of (6) ________________.

Monica:  i don’t know about that.

erica:  You’re kidding me? i mean, it’s enough that you are a (7) _______________. But on top 
of it, you’re married to a reverend?

Chandl: i don’t think that’s exactly...

Monica:  Let her (8) ______________, doctor.

 IN THE STORY

1. Where are Chandler and Monica going?

2. Why are Chandler and Monica not so ex-
cited at the beginning of the show?

3. Why did they change their minds?

4. Why does ross want new clothes?

5. Where is Joey going?

06 cHIT cHAT

1. Who is erica? 

2. What is the problem during the inter-
view?

3. What does Monica do at the end of the 
scene? 

4. summarize the main story lines of this 
episode.
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